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“We’ve been working with Ian and Arbuckle Industries to film our live events for the past 
five months, after working with less expensive freelancers. While we expected things to 
get better, Ian and his team have impressed us repeatedly with much higher standards 
and numerous improvements that we never anticipated. They are professional, super 
reliable and always looking ways to improve what we do together. At this point we 
consider them worth every penny and more.”
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Maxwell Gillingham-Ryan 
APARTMENT THERAPY

“Arbuckle Industries are an absolute pleasure to work with. From concept to content 
development to final edits, they work tirelessly to ensure the client’s satisfaction. Ian and 
David bring to the table a clear creative vision, but are extremely flexible and responsive 
to input, allowing for a highly collaborative environment.”

Emma Haberman
THE NEW SCHOOL

“Videos can speak volumes and having the right videos can make all the difference. 
We chose to work with Arbuckle Industries because of a recommendation but their 
work solidified the deal. Our shoot was focused on recording the experiences of cancer 
survivors, fighters and their supporters. Due to the sensitivity of the topic we needed a 
team that would go above and beyond to ensure the whole process would go as smooth 
as possible.”

Mailet Lopez
I HAD CANCER
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“At AIANY we have been delighted with the consistent level of professionalism 
necessary because of the nature of the event - not only a conferring of honors but the 
principal sustaining fundraiser of our organization with some 1,200 attendees each year.  
The overall quality of the work is superlative, combining intellectual acuity with visual 
beauty to capture the attention and interest of dinner attendees with notoriously short 
attention spans.”

Rick Bell
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS NY

“CLR needed a strong solid vision from Arbuckle to express to our clients our passion 
for what we do.  Arbuckle got what we do very quickly, gave 200% guiding us through 
the process, and produced an exceptionally creative solution for us.  The final product 
has served us incredibly well.”

Greg Dykstra
CLR DESIGN

“I can’t speak highly enough of Arbuckle’s talent and professionalism. When we came 
to them with an extremely important, extremely rushed project, they exceeded our 
expectations at every opportunity. The final video blew us away, and the process to get 
there was made as smooth as possible by Ian and David. The entire experience was a 
delight, and we look forward to another chance to work with Arbuckle in the future.”

Lauren Hlavenka
STUDIOS ARCHITECTURE
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“When introducing our premium pianos to the wider marketplace, our most important 
ambassadors are the artists who play these instruments on concert stages around the 
world. David and Ian at Arbuckle Industries created a testimonial video for Yamaha that 
elegantly brings these voices to life and, using only the sparest elements, truly carries 
the musical voices of the instruments themselves. We’ve worked with a number of 
videographers, and Arbuckle’s work stands head and shoulders above the rest. .”

Hilary Jansen
YAMAHA PIANOS


